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Despite decades of efforts to improve failing schools, too many students still at-

tend chronically low-performing schools.1 In these schools, district and school-

level efforts have fallen far short of the dramatic changes necessary to effect 

significant, quick, and sustained improvements. The history of failed school reform 

efforts is characterized by a cycle of ineffective reforms followed by a return to the sta-

tus quo. In 10 years at one elementary school in Chicago alone, administrators spent 

$20 million over and above normal expenses with no effect on student achievement.2 

This cycle provides little incentive for school staff to get on board with new reforms, 

and it confirms for parents that nothing will change, especially in our country’s most 

challenged communities. 

Because policymakers have seen little success in turning around persistently low-

performing schools using incremental changes such as support teams and increased 

professional development, many are now committed to more dramatic improvement 

strategies that upend the status quo and, if successful, result in sharp improvement in 

student outcomes. 

Adding further incentives to implement dramatic reforms, recent changes to federal 

and state grant guidelines include new definitions for the types of reforms needed in 

failing schools.3 The new options include4:

 1. closure:  Schools are closed, and students attend other schools in the district. 

 2.  restart:  The school is closed and then reopened under the management of an 

external partner (either charter or contract). 

 3.  turnaround:  The principal and at least 50 percent of the staff are replaced, and 

the educational program is revised. 

 4.  transformation.  The principal is replaced, and changes are made in the 

educational programs (e.g., professional development, instruction, curriculum, 

learning time, and operating flexibility). 

In addition, federal policy supports a fifth option: opening promising new schools, 

primarily charter schools, which could potentially leverage improvements in low-per-

forming district schools as well. 

When education reformers come into communities and begin introducing reform 

efforts to replace principals and staff (either through closures, new schools, or turn-

arounds), a strong sense of urgency drives them. Children, they argue, cannot afford to 

lose another year in a low-performing school — a year that research suggests will, for 

better or worse, affect the trajectory of their entire education.5

introduction
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But too often, reformers’ zeal for decisive, quick action and their commitment to 

justice for children in low-income communities runs into opposition from members of 

the community they aim to serve. Many communities have long endured dysfunctional 

schools, dismal graduation rates, and limited opportunities for their children. They 

want better — but they have seen reformers and programs come and go to little effect, 

leaving them understandably skeptical about new efforts. In addition, many communi-

ties do not know just how low performing their own schools are, what great schools 

look like, or that it is possible for their communities’ schools to dramatically improve. 

These community members are unlikely to embrace new efforts, especially from 

reformers unfamiliar with the school and neighborhood history who claim to know 

what is best for the children. In fact, community members may regard reformers as 

arrogant and offensive. Consequently, families and community members — seemingly 

inexplicably to reformers — may come to the defense of a failing school, in part because 

of personal connections to the school or its staff. A lack of trust and a troubled his-

tory of poor communication between education leaders and communities form a weak 

foundation on which to build a change effort. 

This is not how it has to be. Reformers and community stakeholders both want great 

schools for children, making it possible to build a shared sense of purpose. Reformers’ 

efforts can gain traction and build long-term sustainability with the support of the com-

munity. Collaboration between reformers and communities in support of bold change 

is hard won and can be tenuous. Without it, though, many dramatic reform efforts will 

likely wither on the vine.

Recognizing the importance of building community demand for school reform ef-

forts, community and education leaders have begun to look more deeply at various 

modes of engagement and which approaches work in different circumstances.6 Public 

Agenda, a national public opinion research and public engagement organization, re-

cently published a guide for school leaders on building effective communication and 

engagement when improving low-performing schools.7 To date, however, little research 

has focused on building community demand for dramatic change in schools. To learn 

more about these efforts, Public Impact’s Dana Brinson and Lucy Steiner reached out 

to 28 leaders in school districts, community organizations, charter school management 

organizations, school turnaround providers, and foundations across the country. This 

summary report highlights the major findings from our work and provides several les-

sons learned.8 This report concludes with three vignettes on efforts to build community 

demand for dramatic change in Denver, Philadelphia, and Chicago schools.9

As we interviewed people, we heard a refrain: It is past time for school reform lead-

ers to make genuine efforts at community and family engagement. Frankly, several 

people we interviewed were skeptical that districts can ever do this engagement work 

well; they had seen too many dismal failures to remain hopeful. We saw evidence, 

however, that some districts recognized the necessity of family and community sup-

port, and understood the costs of failing to engage stakeholders effectively in making 

dramatic changes. This report is for policymakers who want to learn from the successes 

and failures of others who have undertaken this difficult work.

“ I believe that when 

communities don’t 

understand the 

purpose of a change, 

it is because they are 

unaware that there’s 

a problem. If that’s 

the case, any change 

seems to happen all 

of a sudden. It’s just 

that the reality has 

been hidden from 

the community for  

a long time.”

—PASTOR WALTER MATTHEW 

 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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the benefits and challenges of effective  
community demand-building

District leaders driving for quick, dramatic reforms in long-failing schools often 

hesitate to seek community input in the decision-making process or to invest 

significant time in building community support for their plans. But the potential 

upsides are too big to ignore. Community engagement can:

•  provide legitimacy for change efforts. Family and community engagement 

helps legitimize school reform efforts in the eyes of the broader community. 

•  enhance the likelihood of success. When parents are engaged, some evi-

dence indicates that children do better academically and that change efforts are 

more likely to succeed.10

•  limit chances for the opposition to gain traction. Engaging community 

stakeholders in reform efforts can empower parents in the change process and 

make it difficult for detractors to oppose the will of their communities.

•  sustain reforms beyond initial change efforts. Parents who get involved 

in a successful change effort are more likely to engage in long-term efforts to hold 

education leaders accountable for improved student outcomes. 

Challenges to building community demand for change exist, and often deter reformers 

from reaping the benefits above. But each challenge is navigable and, with planning 

and foresight, can be overcome. None of these challenges warrants sidestepping com-

munity engagement in dramatic school reforms:

•  time — Building relationships takes time. Leaders seeking rapid change in failing 

schools may view building trust over many months as unnecessary in light of other 

urgent priorities. 

•  relinquishing some control — True engagement requires giving community 

members some control over the effort, a risk some reformers dislike taking. 

•  resistance among community members — Sometimes communities resist 

change efforts for good reasons, including: weak relationships with reformers, a 

history of poor communication, failed past reform efforts, and little understand-

ing of how much better schools can be. Community engagement efforts that allow 

reformers to better understand the reasons for resistance can provide critical infor-

mation about overcoming these barriers. 

Balancing an urgency for reform with the necessity of building trust over time requires 

finesse and a commitment to the engagement process. Recognizing the challenges 

early and developing a plan to mitigate them can allow reformers to reap the benefits 

of student and school success that can result from strong community engagement.

“ Everyone wants change, 

as long as it doesn’t 

affect them in any way.”

— DR. ANDRES ALONSO 

CEO, BALTIMORE CITY  

PUBLIC SCHOOLS



Change is difficult. Often, the fear of something new — particularly when past ef-

forts have failed — can outweigh community members’ desire for the potential 

benefits of change. “Everyone wants change,” said Dr. Andres Alonso, CEO of 

Baltimore City Public Schools, “as long as it doesn’t affect them in any way.” 

The first steps in building a viable community demand-building process are to ef-

fectively prepare for the difficult work of making the actual changes in schools, and 

to take into consideration stakeholders’ natural skepticism regarding these changes. 

Our research confirmed the following key takeaways in developing and executing an 

engagement strategy:

•  know where you are headed — Education leaders and their partners must 

agree on a shared vision of quality schooling; understand the potential complica-

tions that may arise given the history of interaction between the school district and 

community; and develop a coherent strategy to navigate those challenges while 

working toward the goal of a high-quality school for all students.

•  show community members what is possible — and how their own 

schools fall short. Give people clear examples of high-quality schools serv-

ing children and communities like their own. School visits and personal testimony 

from parents and students prove more effective than dry performance data. 

•  recognize that trust takes time — don’t emphasize urgency over  

relationships. With families, balance a sense of urgency with building support 

for change. Engage and listen early and often, long before decisions get made.

major takeaways 
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•  don’t introduce a loss (school closure, replacement of principal) 

without a clear plan for replacing that loss with something better. 

School closure and turnaround efforts need to be closely aligned with replacement 

efforts (e.g., new school, new principal, new staff). 

•  focus on quality. Labels such as “charter school” or “turnaround” are less im-

portant to community members than the idea of what a good school looks like and 

a plan to work toward that. 

•  early on, be transparent and clear about the decision-making role 

of the community. If you are giving the community a role, make it genuine, and 

explain its limitations early. Vet choices provided to the community so all choices 

drive positive change.

•  use impact and influence strategies skillfully. Partner with community 

organizations when helpful, deploy political capital sparingly, and communicate 

frequently with key influencers so they are briefed as the effort evolves.

•  counter critics by touting successes. From the beginning, be vigilant in 

disseminating information about successes. “Early wins” are an effective way to 

silence critics and win allies for change. 

•  manage expectations. Indicate that there will be some setbacks, and then share 

results openly. Admit problems as they arise and be willing to change course to 

solve those problems. 
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In addition to the key takeaways above, our research highlighted some common steps 

to successful efforts to build support for change. Consider the steps below, and the 

barriers to involvement for community members (see sidebar on page 7) in order to 

design a more effective engagement effort. 

Assess political landscape
Recognize early the roles of ego and politics in the engagement process, and do not let 

either hijack the effort. Start by asking questions about the barriers that could affect 

your work to engage families and communities. Questions include:

• How familiar are community members with your organization? 

• Will the community see you as an ally based on past work? 

• Are there historical conflicts between your organization and the community? 

• What is the power dynamic between your organization and the community?

Develop a coherent strategy
Interviewees strongly recommended developing strategies for both the school improve-

ment process and the community engagement process before engaging the community. 

These intertwined strategies should guide your early efforts, and be based on an un-

derstanding of local issues and the history of schools, communities, and relationships 

with the district.

The strategy should include:

 1. goals: the goals of change efforts and the engagement process.

 2. people: who should be included in the engagement process. 

 3. roles: the role of the community stakeholders in decision-making.

 4.  coordination: the alignment of various stakeholder efforts (e.g., decisions  

and actions are made in a single district department rather than across silos).

 5.  language: a common, clear language for change and engagement to build 

community understanding and trust.

 6.  proactive measures: well-developed responses to anticipated attacks from 

detractors.

“ If you’re going to 

try to rush the 

process and are 

not genuine in your 

efforts to engage the 

community, you may 

as well save your 

time and theirs.” 

—YANA SMITH,  

 DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

effective demand-building str ategies

engagement strategies

 1.  Assess political landscape

 2.  Develop a coherent strategy

 3. Identify audiences

 4. Identify messengers

 5.  Build trust with families  

and communities

 6.  Justify hopefulness, 

communicate reality 

 7. Define stakeholder roles

 8. Measure success

 9. Sustain the momentum
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Identify audiences
It can be a challenge to identify who represents “the community” and the best forums 

for engagement. Interviews revealed the usefulness of viewing the community as hav-

ing different layers, all of which need to be pulled into the engagement process:

• school — older students, staff, and parents.

•  neighborhood — faith leaders, community-based organization leaders, politi-

cians, business owners, key local influencers, and families who have opted out of 

public schools.

•  city or region — professionals familiar with reform efforts, city council mem-

bers, politicians, activists, union leaders, faith leaders. 

Community engagement practitioners emphasized the importance of choosing com-

mittee members who represent the community as much as possible, so the larger com-

munity will view the process as valid. The process for selecting a committee that pro-

vides broad representation must be fair and transparent, to build trust in the process 

and the committee’s decisions. 

For more on how to effectively engage various layers of community members, see 

“Philadelphia — Learning from Past Mistakes” (page 15).

Identify messengers
Find the right people to carry your message to the community. Sincere, engaged listen-

ers who can genuinely interact with (rather than talk at) community members are the 

most valuable asset in a community engagement process. Avoid slick speakers who can 

alienate skeptical stakeholders. The best messengers have “calling cards” that give then 

credibility with the community (see box).

 Community members who ask thoughtful, probing questions in large meetings 

should be brought on board to leverage their influence in their neighborhoods. 

Interviews also revealed the importance of identifying the firebrands and detractors 

and engaging them outside of large meetings to hear their concerns and potentially 

neutralize their in-meeting antagonism. Informing naysayers about the work your orga-

nization is doing and keeping lines of communication open can sometimes win over 

detractors to be your biggest supporters. 

Barriers to Building Family 
and Community Demand 
for Dramatic Change

 1.  lack of trust, based on 

past experiences between 

the community and district 

—a central barrier to engage-

ment in dramatic change.

 2.  limited community  

understanding about the 

current level of performance 

at a school and what is 

possible.

 3.  history of past failures 

inhibiting community’s belief 

that new efforts will succeed.

 4.  lack of evidence for 

promising but somewhat un-

tested changes or changes 

not yet tried locally. 

 5.  organized opposition 

by established interests who 

use their access and influ-

ence with parents to orga-

nize against dramatic change 

efforts.

 6.  perception of power-

lessness among commu-

nity members who believe 

they have little influence 

over the situation.

 7.  unclear benefits of  

participation for families 

and communities to advo-

cate for change.

 8.  too much effort  

required from families and 

community given competing 

priorities.

messenger “calling cards”
•  experience (e.g., led previous school turnaround)

•  characteristics (e.g., race, ethnicity, local roots)

•  expertise (e.g., data analysis)

•   what they bring to the table (e.g., operator  

bringing responsive teachers to the community)

•  titles (e.g., “big names” can validate the process).
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 Build trust with families and communities
Building trust is the most critical element to building community demand for dramatic 

change in schools. This requires an ongoing effort — not a single step in the process. 

Every component of an engagement effort, from initial plans and choosing messengers 

to being honest about successes and setbacks, can build or erode trust. 

Building trust requires clearly understanding past mistakes that have engendered 

community distrust. Recognize these mistakes, come with a plan to repair this mistrust, 

and follow through on commitments. Most important, remember that building trust 

takes time.

“If you’re going to try to rush the process and are not genuine in your efforts to en-

gage the community, you may as well save your time and theirs,” Yana Smith of Denver 

Public Schools said. Reformers must balance their strong sense of urgency and com-

mitment to change with the real need for community engagement and trust-building 

to sustain efforts long-term.

Justify hopefulness, communicate reality 
Reformers can begin to build trust by showing community members and families the 

possibilities for their schools and how that vision of hope differs dramatically from the 

current reality. Research has shown that hope develops when individuals can set realis-

tic goals, figure out how to achieve those goals by staying flexible and trying alternative 

routes to a goal, and believe that they can accomplish the goals.11 Community engage-

ment leaders should help build each of these components in their work with parents 

and community members.

Interviewees repeatedly highlighted visits to high-performing schools as the most 

effective way to change a community’s view of what is possible and set new goals for 

messengers who can show success is possible
•   people who have visited high-performing schools that serve 

similar communities. 

•   articulate students from successful schools that underwent a similar 

process.

•   parents from schools managed by the same organization that will run a 

new school.

•   teachers and principals who will be interacting directly with children in 

a new/transformed/turned-around school.

•   local political, faith, and district leaders who demonstrate broad  

support for the process and proposed changes.

In addition to using messengers to show success is possible, achieving early 

successes in schools will build momentum for change, increase support for 

further changes, and silence naysayers.
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their own schools. They also emphasized describing in plain terms how the new school 

will be different using powerful messengers, such as students, parents, principals, and 

teachers who have experienced the different school environment. When showing what 

is possible, be cautious about assuming that a successful model used elsewhere in 

the country will be warmly embraced locally. Families and communities need evidence 

that the model fits them and their children and that they clearly understand how any 

approach will achieve the goals of dramatically improved outcomes for their children. 

When presenting options and choosing approaches to school improvement, it is 

crucial to build family and community belief that the work is not easy, but is possible. 

While justifying hope that changes will result in strong schools, it is equally important 

to recognize the current reality and the limited results of past improvement efforts. 

When owning up to past failures that occurred on the district’s watch, it may be prudent 

to involve a third-party organization to explain current school failures and the proposed 

process for moving forward. The district may not be the best messenger to say, “We 

know we have failed you in the past, but trust us this time.” In Denver, for example, 

the district partnered with A+ Denver, an independent organization formed to build 

community demand and support for school reform. A+ Denver facilitated community 

engagement for the district around various closure, turnaround, and restart initiatives.

“A third-party organization helps provide a mechanism to ensure the community 

feels heard and is an authentic part of the process,” said Mike Guinan, who worked 

with A+ Denver. “It diffuses some tension, because the second the community thinks 

the district has taken over the project, trust is lost, and the community won’t engage.” 

In addition to choosing the right messengers, make sure the message is clear and 

accessible. Do not inundate communities with indecipherable data. Use interactive pre-

sentations; activities that allow stakeholders to evaluate the pros and cons of specific 

actions; and skill-building exercises to engage participants and educate them about the 

components of strong schools and how current schools fall short.

Define stakeholder roles
Early in the process, and regularly throughout the engagement efforts, make the com-

munity’s role clear to participants. It may range from being kept informed of district 

decisions, to developing criteria to guide district decision-making, to being directly 

involved in decisions. Districts and other stakeholders must consider the benefits and 

drawbacks of each option in their local context, while developing an opportunity for 

authentic engagement. 

Do not assume that every community member has the skills and knowledge to ef-

fectively fill the roles available to them. Interviewees expressed the importance of pre-

paring stakeholders to develop and use such skills as serving as ambassadors of their 

communities, advocating for community interests, understanding school performance 

data, and using data in decision-making.

As you empower community members to be full participants in the school change 

process, continue to clarify their role in decision-making. “You must be clear about their 

role up front; otherwise, people will feel like you’ve wasted their time,” Yana Smith of 

Denver Public Schools said.
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Measure success
Develop ways to measure both the success of specific engagement efforts as well as 

progress toward the ultimate goal of excellent schools that are healthy, safe, engaging, 

and responsive. Interviewees admitted that they have not generally developed effective 

measures of success for the engagement efforts themselves and have instead relied 

on long-term school outcomes. For example, district leaders would measure success 

based on student performance in a school undergoing turnaround rather than on any 

measures of effective family engagement in the turnaround process.

For this reason, focus on measuring success in each of the following areas: 

•  demand — Evaluate the strength of community demand for the changes you seek 

to make — the single most important measure. Do so early in the process, and at 

checkpoints along the way, because a process that makes people feel heard but 

leaves naysayers in the majority will fail. 

•  knowledge — Measure the increase in community knowledge about what is pos-

sible and the current reality in schools.

•  trust — Assess community members’ perceptions of the process throughout. 

Determine if community members feel heard and respected, and if they believe 

education leaders will act in the best interests of their children. 

Use both technology and more traditional methods to gather formative measures of 

family engagement such as attendance levels at events, qualitative survey responses, 

and phone calls made to constituents. Use these measures to guide midcourse correc-

tions and redouble effective efforts.

Achieve success in schools
Community meetings, outreach, and other forms of engagement can only go so far 

toward building trust and demand for change. Ultimately, community members must 

see change in motion and observe visible, meaningful “wins” in schools. Initial wins 

might be cosmetic – improving a school’s physical appearance. Initial wins might also 

lay the groundwork for future success; for example, major improvements in attendance 

and student behavior. 

But quickly, wins need to be real improvements in academic outcomes. At least 

within some segments of the school, students need to be making obvious, dramatic 

progress – significant enough to convince people that success is possible at the school. 

Research on turnarounds in a variety of industries suggests that it’s these early wins 

that build demand for more change. They also undermine the position of naysayers and 

opponents of transformation.



Sustain the momentum
After the initial engagement, do not squander the precious resource of active and in-

volved family and community members. Maintain engagement and commitment to 

change by:

•  communicating successes clearly to show that change is possible, and that  

engaged family and community members directly contributed to that change.

•  collecting and acting on internal feedback to continually improve the  

effectiveness of engagement efforts.

•  providing ongoing opportunities for people to remain involved in monitor-

ing and implementation of change efforts.

•  rewarding engagement and support through recognition ceremonies and 

other events. 

The Partnership for Los Angeles Schools, for example, holds an Oscars-type event 

each year to reward family and community members who have contributed to the 

schools’ successes throughout the year. “There’s a red carpet, people dress up, and we 

give out awards. It’s an event that folks love, and they are even greater school advocates 

afterwards,” noted Marshall Tuck of the Partnership.
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conclusion

Even with strong leadership and district support, it is difficult to make dramatic im-

provements in low-performing schools. Research into organizational turnarounds 

in education and in other sectors suggests that many efforts will fail the first or 

even the second time.12 In this challenging environment, long-term parental and com-

munity support is critical. Because they are in the strongest position to hold school 

and district leaders accountable for school quality, committed community leaders and 

parents with an unwavering vision of what good schooling looks like have the potential 

to be a powerful force for change.

Our interviewees reported that they see very few examples of members of low-in-

come communities taking this kind of leadership. On the contrary, in many cities, com-

munity leaders who could be powerful change agents are instead strong defenders of 

the status quo. To succeed, reformers committed to breakthrough improvements in 

failing schools must change this dynamic. 

First, they must better understand why community members oppose change, and 

under what circumstances they likely would lend their support. This report begins that 

process, but much work remains. The district, education, faith, and community leaders 

we interviewed expressed a desire to learn from the successes and failures of others, 

and to better understand how leaders of dramatic change efforts overcame the inevi-

table challenges. As policymakers emboldened to make dramatic changes work harder 

to bring community members on board, they will need significantly more research into 

such efforts.
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Far Northeast Denver, a 30-minute drive outside downtown Denver, is a com-

munity of working-class people of color. The community boasts several groups 

of concerned citizens who want to find a solution to severe school overcrowding, 

which had resulted in waiting lists for even the lowest-performing schools. “It was a 

region prime for school change efforts,” said Yana Smith, strategic manager of the Of-

fice of School Reform and Innovation at Denver Public Schools. 

 In spring 2010, Denver Public Schools (DPS) began to gather community insights 

and input into change efforts slated for the 2011–12 school year. DPS worked with 

a third-party organization, A+ Denver, to form an advisory committee of concerned 

citizens who would generate guiding principles for school changes and make recom-

mendations to the school board based on those principles. 

A+ Denver worked with DPS to formalize a committee of 45 teachers, parents, com-

munity members, business owners, and others in April 2010. For guidance and to set 

the tone of the meetings, Superintendent Tom Boasberg charged the committee with 

exploring six issues in Far Northeast Denver and proposing solutions:

1. Understanding academic performance in the schools;

2. Meeting the needs of English language learners;

3. Alleviating school overcrowding;

4. Identifying the need for new schools;

5.  Configuring local schools in new ways (e.g., co-locations of charters  

and district schools); and

6. Analyzing feeder school patterns.

The first five spring meetings focused initially on developing and honing a common 

set of principles to guide the committee and the school board in its decision-making 

processes. These principles embodied the hopes of the community for their children 

and schools, and the development of the principles built rapport and a working relation-

ship among committee members. 

District representatives and A+ Denver then guided the committee through the 

options available for improving their schools. “In the Far Northeast Denver case, we 

discussed all the options available to us — charters, co-located schools, turnarounds, 

transformations, and closures. Everything was on the table,” Yana Smith said. Educat-

ing the community about the available options, their benefits and drawbacks, and the 

The Right Ingredients  

for Effective Engagement  

in Denver

 1.  A superintendent with a 

strong commitment to 

community engagement.

 2.  Third-party organiza-

tions to facilitate the 

district’s engagement 

efforts and ensure au-

thentic roles for the 

community.

 3.  Clear roles for the com-

munity to weigh the pros 

and cons of various op-

tions and make recom-

mendations to the su-

perintendent and school 

board, with the board 

making the ultimate 

decisions.

 4.  Participation in commit-

tee meetings by key dis-

trict leaders to validate 

the process in the eyes 

of the committee mem-

bers and provide direct 

engagement between 

committee members 

and decision-makers. 
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consequences of each decision helped community members understand the complex 

choices facing the district. 

The committee conversations then focused on taking multiple issues into consider-

ation. They would consider, for example, closing a low-performing middle school and 

giving a charter operator an opportunity to open a new school in its place. Then the 

committee would compare the benefits and drawbacks of that with other options of co-

locating the two schools or closing and reopening the school as something else. This 

process of weighing options, or school-by-school decisions based on data, and then 

placing them in scenarios that include multiple options working together, reflected a de-

liberate effort to build committee members’ understanding and capacity to work along-

side the district. “This is the part that began to feel like a chess game,” Yana Smith said.

Also critical, Smith noted, was being clear throughout on the role of the committee. 

At each stage of the process, the committee was invited to ask for further clarification 

and submit comments, which the district responded to as it developed the next set of 

scenarios — but Smith and other district officials were clear that the school board would 

ultimately decide which options to choose. 

“ In the district, 

we forget we only 

talk in jargon 

and education 

terminology. 

This engagement 

process is necessary 

to educate the 

community about 

what these terms 

mean to them in 

their daily lives.

—YANA SMITH,  

 DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Make Meetings Work for the Community

Yana Smith of Denver Public Schools admits that her district has not always hit the 

mark with its engagement efforts. “Until last year, we had large, all-community meet-

ings, and we’d share data about how horrible the schools were. We didn’t come with 

our plans to fix the schools, or plans to engage the community in our turnaround ef-

forts. We’d deliver the harsh news, and then go home. It was a disaster.”  

 Not surprisingly, these engagement efforts failed to build community understand-

ing of or support for district efforts to improve student achievement and school qual-

ity. Smith and other interviewees encouraged districts to make these meetings work 

for the community by considering the following: 

 1.  messengers: Have messengers who can take the tough talk and work through  

the community distrust without taking it personally.

 2.  representatives: Have the right people in the room—if you’re bringing in 

charters, have charter operators in the room to make the case directly to the 

community.

 3.  venues: Make meetings the right size (not all town-hall style, not all small groups) 

and hold them at times and places convenient for community members to 

participate.

 4.  meetings: Make them engaging by providing interactive technology, access to  

the educational providers, and food and entertainment. 

 5.  advertising: Get the word out by providing materials in relevant languages in 

places where families will find them (grocery stores, Laundromats, churches).

 6.  time: Meet several times over the course of many months to demonstrate the  

district’s commitment to the process, building rapport, and rebuilding trust.

said.Also
said.Also
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In 2002, the School District of Philadelphia undertook its most substantial school 

improvement effort to date, placing 45 of its more than 250 schools under the man-

agement of private entities. Half went to for-profit education management organiza-

tion (EMO) Edison Schools, and the other half went to other for-profit and nonprofit 

organizations, including universities.

“It was very controversial and generated a lot of community outrage because it was 

done to the communities, and there were no positive results for students, either,” said 

Tim Field, former deputy chief of Charter Partnerships and New Schools in the district. 

A much more modest and successful effort took place in 2004, when Mastery Charter 

Schools opened a high school and then took over three other schools gradually (a 

grade or two each year). “Mastery had dramatic results, with improved student scores, 

climate, and physical plant at these schools, but the results were not as visible to the 

larger community.” 

This background of community anger, distrust, and perception that the district had 

“given kids away” to private entities posed a significant hurdle for the district to over-

come to successfully implement Superintendent Arlene Ackerman’s 2009 Renaissance 

Schools five-year strategic plan to turn around the district’s lowest-performing schools. 

The district began with a Renaissance Schools Advisory Board (RSAB) of almost 60 

members with representatives from across the city, including political, religious, and 

community leaders. The RSAB developed guiding principles to inform the district’s 

decision-making process for choosing schools for the Renaissance Schools initiative.

“This process gave community members a feeling that the decisions were not just 

‘handed down by the district’ but informed by the communities,” Field said.

The RSAB was to create processes to: 1) identify schools for the Renaissance Schools 

Initiative, 2) vet potential providers such as charter management organizations, and 3) 

engage families and communities in the school turnaround efforts. The RSAB devel-

oped these processes over two months, held eight community forums to gather insight 

and feedback, and identified potential Renaissance schools.

The district, with guidance from the RSAB, chose 14 schools for consideration as 

Renaissance schools. The initial plan was to choose about five of the 14 for turnaround 

the first year. After the RSAB recommended five schools, however, Superintendent Ack-

erman chose to explore the possibility of turnaround efforts in all 14 schools.

Thirty education providers expressed interest in providing educational management 

philadelphia
Learning from Past Mistakes

Who Represents 

“Community”?

The School District of Philadel-

phia and city leaders sought 

community input and engage-

ment at multiple levels to imple-

ment the Renaissance Schools 

Initiative.

Renaissance Schools Advisory 

Board was established to design 

the school selection and com-

munity engagement process. 

This citywide board of almost 

60 members included city lead-

ers and largely consisted of 

professionals with established 

knowledge about school reform 

efforts from faith communities, 

the mayor’s office, the district, 

and area businesses. 

School Advisory Councils were 

established at each potential 

Renaissance school to choose 

an education provider, and then 

serve an ongoing monitoring 

and support role to hold the 

provider and district account-

able as the schools turned 

around. 

Community forums were held 

to gather additional input from 

community members about 

proposed plans.
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for them, and the district narrowed the field to six providers with strong qualifications. 

These six were presented as options to each of the potential Renaissance schools. 

School advisory councils established at each potential school agreed upon com-

munity priorities, gathered input from other community members, reviewed the six 

potential providers, visited existing schools run by the providers, and made recom-

mendations to the district for the providers they wanted to operate their schools. “Look-

ing back, we needed to help School Advisory Council members develop the skills to 

effectively vet potential providers, and we needed to make sure that councils visited 

providers’ existing schools to really understand what the proposed schools looked like 

in action,” Field said. 

At the end of this process, Ackerman matched seven schools with providers at a pub-

lic meeting. Six schools received their first choice, and one received its second choice. 

School Advisory Council members, families, students, and other stakeholders were 

thrilled with the outcome, expressing their support for the decision with a standing 

ovation for the district. Failed past reforms and a history of district decisions made with 

little community input had hardened community distrust of the district and its ability 

to turn schools around. “But after the superintendent’s decision to place schools with 

the community’s operators of choice, it was a love fest,” Tim Field said.

Philadelphia still faces a long road to reform, but these experiences provide some 

useful examples for other districts with similar challenges.
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In 2004, Chicago Mayor Richard Daley launched a school reform initiative called Re-

naissance 2010 with the goal of opening 100 new schools by 2010 in Chicago’s most 

underserved neighborhoods. A recent analysis had revealed that several Chicago 

communities did not have a single public school that provided a high-quality education. 

Renaissance 2010 was designed to provide new charter, performance, and contract 

schools to these communities, creating better options for students and families. At the 

same time, other Chicago Public Schools (CPS) offices were to close low-performing 

schools, reassign buildings to new charter schools, and identify schools for turnaround. 

These siloed offices did not always coordinate the closure of a school with the pre-

sentation of a better option for families and the community. Interviewees reported that 

district announcements about school closures were not aligned with announcements 

about school improvement efforts in the same neighborhoods. As a result, buildings 

would sometimes sit empty for a year or two before new schools opened, attendance 

zones for students would often change over the summer, and community members 

were generally unsure of the district’s ultimate plans for the schools, buildings, or 

communities.

District leaders and community organizers acknowledge that district efforts to en-

gage Chicago communities have fallen short. Interviews with community organizers 

and other stakeholders, including former and current district officials, suggest that 

several factors have influenced community opposition and mistrust:

•  District decisions were perceived as secretive, heavy-handed, and uninformed by 

community and family insights about their children’s schools and needs. 

•  District officials didn’t always acknowledge or understand established community 

efforts to improve local schools.

•  District claims of urgency did not resonate well with community members who felt 

their past pleas for reform had been ignored by the district over several years. 

In 2011, Jean-Claude Brizard became CEO of the Chicago Public Schools under newly 

elected Mayor Rahm Emmanuel. In public interviews he has acknowledged the need to 

engage community members more effectively. When asked what he had to tell Chicago 

in a media interview, his first response was about community engagement: “We know a 

lot of reform has been pushed on the system. What we want to do is — step one — step 

back and talk to a lot of people.”13 

chicago
The Perils of Disjointed Reforms and Communication
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